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Overview
Organizations can transform by adopting innovative technology that creates 

value and differentiates them in the market. The Active Directory: Microsoft 

Hybrid Identity WorkshopPLUS provides participants with the deep knowledge 

and understanding on how to successfully extend on-premises AD DS to cloud 

to give your users seamless sign-on experience across all in-house applications 

and applications hosted in the cloud and office 365. If you have device 

management for authentication and authorization requirements for your 

business or have end-to-end Identity Management Lifecycle requirements to 

manage on-premises Active Directory Identity and cloud-based identities, the 

Microsoft Hybrid Identity WorkshopPLUS will provide you the knowledge for 

managing these items.

Key Features and Benefits

This WorkshopPLUS will help the participants to understand the complete end-

to-end Cloud Identity Technologies. Key features covered in this WorkshopPLUS 

include:

• Authentication

• Single Sign On (SSO)

• Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS)

• Active Directory Synchronization

• Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect

• Azure AD

• Microsoft Azure Active Directory Premium

• Microsoft Azure Application Proxy

• Web Application Proxy

There are many other components for which you need to have awareness and 

end-to end Cloud Identity.

Target Audience:

This WorkshopPLUS is intended 

for customers and partners 

planning to deploy Microsoft 

Office 365 Infrastructure, extend 

on-premises Active Directory 

Domain Services (AD DS) to 

Microsoft Azure, or wanted to 

refresh or gain advance 

knowledge of Microsoft Hybrid, 

and Cloud Identity and wanted 

to learn from Microsoft Cloud 

experts on managing Identities 

across on-premises and Azure.
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Technical Highlights 

After completing this course, you will be able to:

• Extend on-premises AD DS to Hybrid Identity.

• Understand and deploy SSO Advance Technologies on-premises.

• Understand complete end-to-end Office 365 infrastructure related to AD 

DS.

• Unlock the power of Microsoft Azure Active Directory for SSO.

• Accelerate utilization of current cloud investments.

• Gain knowledge transfer through direct access to unmatched knowledge of 

Microsoft Cloud products.

• Create plans to minimize critical support incidents and security 

vulnerabilities.

• Leverage the flexibility of the best of cloud and on-premises solutions. 
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This WorkshopPLUS runs for four full days. Participants should anticipate 

consistent start and end times for each day. Early departure on any day 

is not recommended.

Module 1: Technical Overview

This module provides an overview of the challenges an organization can 

have managing Apps, Devices, Users and Data. The module also 

discusses how a Hybrid Identity enables users to access their data 

anywhere with SSO and self-service experiences while protecting data 

by enforcing strong authentication, conditional access control, 

configuring SSO and ensuring compliance with governance, attestation 

and reporting.

Module 2: Azure AD Connect

This module provides information on how Azure AD Connect can be 

used for onboarding to Azure AD/Office 365 and connecting AD DS 

and local directories to Azure AD. 

Module 3: Alternate Login and Active Directory Authentication Library 

(ADAL)

This module discusses the Alternate Login ID which removes the 

reliance on UPN and ADAL that allows applications to authenticate users 

to the cloud and then obtain access tokens for securing API calls.

Module 4: Azure AD Premium

This module provides information on Azure AD Premium and how this 

provides the application access and self-service identity management 

requirements of task workers with cloud-first needs with feature-rich 

enterprise-level identity management capabilities.

Module 5: Azure AD Join

This module provides information on Azure AD Join, the benefits of 

Azure AD Joined Devices and how to configure Azure AD to allow 

Azure AD Domain Join.

All labs are hosted. To use the 

labs, Office 365 Enterprise E3 

Trial subscriptions will be 

created.

Hosted Requirements:

Participants need the 

following for this 

WorkshopPLUS:

• A computer running 

Windows 7 or later 

operating system with 50 

GB free drive space, a USB 

port, a 10 Mbps or faster 

network adapter, at least 

an evaluation copy of 

Microsoft Office 2010 

Professional or later, and a 

PDF reader.

• Microsoft account to 

connect to the virtual 

environment.

• A classroom that is 

networked with access to 

the Internet and at least 

total Internet bandwidth of 

2 Mbps per second. The 

TCP port 443 must be 

open. 

Note: We highly 

recommend a wired 

network in the classroom.
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